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Homeschooling Teens. The teenaged years are actually the most rewarding of the homeschooling years. That's what
we've found with our four homeschooled kids.

Laura Grace Weldon Homeschooling Teens The teenaged years are actually the most rewarding of the
homeschooling years. How Homeschooling Changes Everything. People in Ireland, Australia, India, and the
U. Their concerns about helping a young child master the basics or their struggles to find the right
homeschooling style gradually resolved. Parents grew to trust the process of learning much more completely
and, perhaps as a result, they saw their children mature into capable and self-directed young people. Looking
for a curriculum your kids will like? An online homeschool curriculum can open new doors by creating an
interactive learning experience that brings concepts to life. Homeschooling should be fun. With
Time4Learning, it can be! But homeschooled teens are not limited to the strictures of a same-aged peer culture
or weighed down by a test-heavy form of education. They also have more time. There are a number of pivotal
elements in the period we call adolescence. Two significant ones are the pursuit of interests and meaningful
work. These factors are just as important for teens in school as those who are homeschooling. That can make
all the difference. For example, as a preteen one of my sons put together a few rubber-band powered airplanes
at a picnic. When they broke, he tried fashioning the pieces into other workable flying machines. This got him
interested in flight. He eagerly found out more through library books, documentaries, museum visits, and You
Tube. He designed increasingly sophisticated custom models. He read biographies of test pilots, inventors, and
industrialists. He won a state award for one of his planes through 4H and got a family friend to take him for a
ride in a small plane. What he picked up, largely on his own, advanced his understanding in fields including
math, history, engineering, and physics. He built spud guns with friends, played bagpipes in a highland band,
bred tarantulas, repaired recording equipment, and tried his hand at woodworking. Interests engaged him, as
they do each one of us, in the pleasure of exploring and building our capabilities. They teach us to take risks,
make mistakes, and persist despite disappointment as we work toward mastery. Pursuing our interests builds
character traits that benefit us for life. Long-term homeschooling families know that self-directed young
people really take off in their teen years. Comfortable with their ability to find out what they need to know,
they often challenge themselves in their own ways. Children as well as teens tend to have lengthy pauses
between interests. During these slack times they are incorporating gains made in maturity and understanding
before charging ahead, oftentimes toward totally new interests. The hiatus may be lengthy. They need time to
process, daydream, create, and grow from within. They need to be bored and resolve their own boredom.
Decades ago educational researcher Benjamin Bloom wondered how innate potential was best nurtured. So he
studied adults who were highly successful in areas such as mathematics, sports, neurology, and music. These
adults, as well as people significant to them teachers, family, and others , were interviewed to determine what
factors led to such high levels of accomplishment. In nearly every case, it was found that as children, these
successful people had been encouraged by their families to follow their own interests. Adults in their lives
believed time invested in interests was time well spent. Due to their interests, these individuals developed a
strong achievement ethic and a drive to learn for mastery. We recognize that young people gain immeasurably
as they pursue their interests. And not only in terms of success. This reinforces a strong sense of self. All of us
need sturdy selfhood to hold us in good stead while so many forces around us emphasize unhealthy and
negative behaviors. A girl may love speed skating, or writing short stories, or designing websites. Everyone
needs to belong, contribute, and feel significant. Meaningful Work A group of homeschoolers touring a rural
historical society noticed that storage areas were stuffed with uncataloged documents, some crumbling from
age. Several other teens researched the requirements for a dog park in their suburb. Working with a group of
interested citizens, they petitioned city council for a permit and eventually won a grant to construct the dog
park. Another teen started a business fixing and modifying bicycles. He also earns revenue from videos of his
mods. Throughout human history teens have fully participated in the work necessary to help their families and
communities flourish. They were needed for their energy as well as their fresh perspective, and they built
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valuable skills in the process. Working alongside adults helped motivate them to become fully contributing
adults themselves. They have fewer opportunities to encounter inspiring people of all ages who show them
how to run a business or foster a strong community. Ideally young people have taken part in real work from an
early age. Chances are it is unpaid. It may include establishing an informal apprenticeship, developing a small
business, traveling independently, or volunteering with a non-profit. If authentic engagement represents your
homeschool philosophy, read more about how to engage your children in these posts from our contributor
Living Education by Oak Meadow covering topics like nature-based learning, creativity, handwriting,
homeschooling multiple grades, authentic engagement, and more. Meaningful work may not always be
interesting, let alone fun. Through this work young people gain direct experience in making a valuable
contribution. They know their efforts make a difference. Learning of the highest value extends well beyond
measurable dimension. This leads to comprehension that includes and transcends knowledge. It teaches us to
be our best selves.
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Written by Kris Bales of Weird, Unsocialized Homeschoolers. A year ago, I became the mom to a houseful of teens. My
baby turned 13 and my oldest was 19 with a 15 year old sandwiched in the middle.

And in fashioning himself, for good or ill, he fashions the human race and its future. Having come this far, you
may stop and catch your breath. Time to move on, farther, faster, and better equipped than ever before.
Organized education operates on the assumption that children learn only when and only what and only
because we teach them. This is not true. It is very close to one hundred percent false. But in a world which
sometimes seems to stress the pleasures of ignorance, some [do] seek the rewards of knowledge. The desire to
learn seems, in fact, to pervade their existence. They approach life with an air of openness and an inquiring
mind. University of Wisconsin Press, ]. Let come what may, college or vocation, your homeschooled teen
needs to be prepared to meet life head-on, with no regrets, no hesitation, and no looking back. Your
homeschooled teen can be ready to take up the responsibilities and opportunities that await her as an adult, and
your heart will swell with pride and gratitude that you were able to celebrate life and learning with her as she
developed during the crucial years leading to adulthood. Being an autodidactic learner is essential for effective
learning in the teen years. I really like those terms: The keys to lasting success, I might add, are
Accountability, Exactness, and Honor further detail. The teen years are the most demanding years of home
education, both for the teen, who needs to launch and make Many Important Decisions, and to self-motivate
academically, as well as for the parent you , who needs to provide access to ever-more challenging academic
subjects under girded with Accountability, Exactness, and Honor for your fledgling scholar. Does your child
belong in public high school, private school, or some combination of the above? One homeschooled teen
shared his motives when he wrote: Having a lot of freedom in my life is a necessity. I need the freedom to
learn things in my own way, at my own pace. I have my own unique way of learning, as does everyone, and I
feel the public school system could not possibly accommodate my learning style. My time is my most valuable
asset. I only have a finite amount of time like everyone else , and I want to make the best possible use of it. In
school your time is under the control of practically everybody BUT yourself. I refuse to spend my time doing
their busywork and taking their tests. I feel that I have better things to do with my time; learning things that
are important to me personally, that will enhance my life. Thus, I am not misled by a false sense of
securityâ€”but on the other hand I have to be aware of exactly what I need to learn in order to accomplish my
goals. Use resources outside the home. That may seem oxymoronic to you and to your Ideal Homeschooling
Teen, but bear with me. It really is important that you realize that you are no longer the font of all wisdom and
knowledge for your child. The apron strings are cut, remember? You will find this is essential to the giant
academic leaps required to adequately prepare your IHT for what lies ahead. Successful self- education in the
teen years is not something that is going to happen overnight or easily. It will take inspiration and hard work,
the utter cooperation of your IHT, help from your spouse preferably , and an unwavering commitment on the
part of all for the process of Homeschooling the Teen Years to succeed. Fulfillment, synergy, enthusiasm,
intellectual stimulation, discovery, and the joy of a job well done will be part and parcel of the journey. Begin
with the end in mind. Entrance to an Ivy League college? A better job at the local Representative of Corporate
America? A running start at the local community collegeâ€”prelude to completing a baccalaureate degree at
another university? Entrepreneurship following an extended mentoring relationship? The capacity to think and
reason well, and to articulately communicate? Expect the love of learning to grow deep and to become or
continue to be an intrinsic motivation to your IHT. And by the way, do plan to join in for the intellectual
rideâ€”you will find it exhilarating and life-giving. We all thinkâ€”well or sloppily, enthusiastically or
inattentively. The slightest sense perceptionâ€”a falling leaf, a twinkling star, a smiling childâ€”awakens our
minds as well as arouses our feelings and forces us to ask: We often think of ourselves as living in a world
which no longer has any unexplored frontiers. We speak of pioneering as a thing of the past. But in doing so
we forget that the greatest adventure of all still challenges usâ€”what Mr. The Opening of the American Mind.
Homeschooling can be a lot of work, and some days can be harder than others. It requires our hearts, might,
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mind, and will. Some days it seems that it requires more than we have to give. He gives us one more fresh
surge of energy when we are already filled to the brim with duties and obligations. Yes, he tenderly cares for
us as we care for his children, in return. This is not just about academics. And that is the truth.
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From beginning homeschool, just getting started homeschooling and currently been homeschooling for years into the
Teen Years. If you are Homeschooling a pre-teen of the 9th grade and up, you NEED to purchase this book as well.

Can you help me get started? Some families will homeschool for a year or more in order to graduate their
teens. These families usually have a firm conviction that homeschooling is the right step, even though they
have questions and uncertainties about how to do it. This may be your situation or that of someone you know.
In either case, first-time homeschooling parents can explore ways to get connected, find teacher training, see
the bigger picture, and step up to documentation to confidently homeschool teens. Get connected As you begin
the transition to homeschooling, you may have many things on your mind: The larger homeschool community
can offer experienced advice for first-time homeschool parents and effective ways for your teen to recover,
regroup, and begin to flourish at home. First, find other homeschooling families in your local area. Contact
each group listed to discover what it offers, such as teen social activities, team sports, academic classes,
electives, used-curriculum fairs, parent meetings, speakers, etc. Support group and co-op parents often share
about resources that have really worked for them. Good homeschooling blogs can also point you toward
resources. When a blogger or friend recommends a resource, ask questions to discover why it has proven so
beneficial. If their reasons align with your goals and strengths, then the resource might be a good one to
pursue. If not, keep searching before you invest time and money. As you read favorite blogs, think about why
they encourage you. If a blogger leaves you feeling discouraged, defeated, and inept, find a new blogging
outlet! Encouraging bloggers exhibit honesty, creativity, humor, perspective, wisdom, purpose, and resilience,
inspiring you to set goals and renew your energy. All of these attributes are valuable to look for in a
homeschooling mentor, too. Speaking of mentors, it takes time and effort to find one, but the benefit is worth
the investment! A mentor with a teen older than yours can give you a vision for your homeschool, and you
will benefit from the lessons she has learned along the way. You can begin by reaching out to veteran
homeschooling parents, whether they still have teens at home or have finished homeschooling. These seasoned
parents understand the uniqueness of each teen and know that the resources that worked so wonderfully for
one teen may not be a good choice for another. Often, these mentors can provide wise answers to honest
questions, and their suggestions may help you sort through options. It can take a few tries to find someone
with whom you can privately discuss your family dynamics, curriculum issues, educational questions,
alternate teaching methods, and creative approaches. We have the opportunity to speak with hundreds of
families each month, and personalized attention is our goal. Are you looking for a supportive sounding board
for your ideas, a sympathetic ear to hear your concerns, and an understanding mom who can relate to your
hopes and fears? No matter your question or need, we share openly about our experiences homeschooling
through high school, and we will help you think through your options in productive and creative ways. Find
teacher training Attending a homeschool conference in your area is an excellent way to take advantage of
teacher training. Conferences bring in full slates of speakers who offer workshops in their areas of expertise.
At these events, you can talk with the speakers about your individual circumstances. You can also purchase
workshop recordings at most conferences for later review. Homeschool conference exhibit halls provide an
opportunity to visit with vendors, talk with curriculum authors, peruse textbooks, and watch demonstrations.
These give you a much better picture of the usefulness and appropriateness of teaching materials than online
curriculum descriptions can. Seeing and evaluating the material, as well as speaking with people who actually
use it, are great methods to select resources. Helping your teen see beyond the here and now takes
discernment, vision, diplomacy, and interest. Choose from the options below to help guide your teen toward
his or her future goals. Consider dual enrollment PSEO or concurrent enrollment , which allows your student
to get a jump start on earning college credit. Utilize on-the-job experience to help your teen decide if further
training or a college degree makes sense. Prepare for technology or trade schools. Investigate this option
during 10thâ€”12th grades to discover if there are any required high school courses, which must be completed
before applying. Seek career guidance and learn about resumes.
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In the teen group I facilitate, teens stress wasted time as a major reason for homeschooling along with problems in the
school environment: peer pressure, negative influences (drugs and sex), bullying, and even personal safety.

But homeschooling is effective in high school for the same reasons it is effective in the younger grades. As a
matter of fact, homeschooling in high school can yield great dividends in the life of your teen. Here are 10
reasons why you might want to consider homeschooling your teen. Continue the Family-Building Process The
teen years are a strategic time to cement relationships that last a lifetime. Parents can continue as the primary
role models. You can make sure that your teen is instructed and discipled consistently each day with moral
training and sound doctrine. Cement Family Relationships Relationships are the most important thing in
family life. When teens are away from home for six-to-eight hours a day, subtle changes begin to erode
relationships at home. Divided allegiance or "serving two masters" can shake their foundation. The result is
weakened family ties and parental influence. Provide an Excellent Learning Environment Receiving
one-on-one instruction is the most effective way to learn. At home, academics have priority, and there are no
classroom distractions. Conversely, studies show that barely one third of the school day in traditional high
schools is dedicated to academics. In areas of academic weakness, you can provide extra time and help. No
classroom setting can offer this consistent and loving support. Accelerate Academic Progress Many
homeschooled children are academically ready to do college-level work between the ages of 14 and Available
data demonstrates that homeschooled children are ahead of their public school counterparts in maturity,
socialization, and vocabulary development. Have Direct Influence over Peer Relationships Homeschooling
allows parents to fulfill their God-given responsibility to oversee the choices and amount of time spent outside
the family. Parents can mentor their teens as they develop the important lifeskills of evaluating and choosing
friends, resolving conflicts, and handling romantic relationships. Protect from the Pressure to Conform Teens
feel strong pressure to compromise their standards and personal identity to conform to "the group. Maintain
Flexibility Homeschooling allows great flexibility for family plans and work or service opportunities. Through
these venues, teens can gain valuable experience to help prepare them for future adult responsibilities. Create a
Safe Learning Environment News headlines tell us that the presence of drugs and violence are escalating on
high school campuses across the country. Homeschooling offers a safe haven for learning, and it provides
more opportunity for parents to recognize and lovingly intervene if their child exhibits at-risk behavior.
Chapter 5 : 2 Vital Factors for Successfully Homeschooling Teens
by Marjorie A. Meyer Founder, School of Abraham. An online resource designed to help parents facilitate the education
of their Ideal Homeschooling Teens (IHT's) with their own specific Ultimate Goals (UG's) in mind.

Chapter 6 : Homeschooling: The Teen Years by Cafi Cohen | calendrierdelascience.com
Discover the Rewards of Homeschooling Your Teen Â·Create unlimited learning on a limited budget Â·Discover teaching
methods for teens with different learning styles Â·Utilize the best resources and technology Â·Prepare your teen for
college, career, and adult life The teen years can be the most exciting time in your child's life.

Chapter 7 : # 7 - Homeschooling : The Teen Years, by Cafi Cohen | A2Z Homeschooling
Homeschooling through high school is one of the greatest fears among considering and elementary school
homeschoolers. Yet the teen years can hold some of the greatest promises; learn how to make coursework interesting
and challenging, how to best allow your teen to disocver the best vocational path, including selecting a college, know
when your teen has 'completed' high school and more.
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Chapter 8 : Homeschooling Teens â€“ VaHomeschoolers
In addition to curriculum, courses and classes, there are several good books to encourage and guide homeschooling
parents through the teen years. Cafi Cohen's Homeschooling: The Teen Years: Your Complete Guide to Successfully
Homeschooling the to Year-Old is one of them.

Chapter 9 : Homeschooling for the First Time in High School - HSLDA
Homeschooling is more than just education at home. Homeschool parents, children, tutors, and anyone interested in
learning online, a structured home classroom or unstructured unschooling will find A2Z Home's Cool an "cool" home
school blog.
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